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ABSTRACT 
Engineering tests were performed on 40 different types of shales. Both hard and soft shales, as well 
as shales having histories of embankment failures and shales having little known involvements, were tested. 
The suitability of ten different slake-durability test procedures were evaluated as a means of broadly char­
acterizing the engineering performance of Kentucky shales. Two procedures devised during the study 
appeared to better characterize slake-durability properties than procedures previously proposed. Natural 
contents and jar slake tests were petforrned to determine if such tests might provide a fairly rapid 
means of identifying troublesome shales. The natural water content of a shale was a strong indicator of the 
slake-durability properties. Swelling properties of ten shale types were examined. A good correlation was 
obtained between a newly devised slalce-durability index and the water content of a shale after swelling was 
completed. When exposed to water, most of the shales exhibited high swell pressures. 
INTRODUCTION 
Large quantities and numerous varieties of shales have been used extensively in construction. Nu­
merous problems have been encountered; embankment failures, slope instability, unstable subgrades, aud 
failures of shale cuts have occurred at many locations. Frequently, construction using shale materials is 
necessary because of their widespread occurrences and the lack of more suitable alternate construction 
materials. 
Because of the extensive use of shales as a construction material and a need for adequate tests to 
evaluate shales in the laboratory and field, a testing program to develop tests to differentiate between 
"rock-like" aud "clay-like" shales was initiated {1). The testing program examined some engineering 
characteristics of a variety of shales to attempt to identify, modify, or develop geotechnical tests to 
differentiate between shales having desirable and undesirable engineering properties. A major focus was on 
determining the applicability of the slalce-durability and jar slalce tests. Although only Kentucky shales 
were studied, results of thls study may have broader applications. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
The complex and variable nature of shales has created problems of classification for both engi­
neers and geologists. Many earlier classification systems had been developed by geologists and were not ap­
plicable to engineering use. Geologists classify shales according to certain mineral assemblages and physical 
properties that better describe the conditions in which the shale was formed; the engineer is more in­
terested in the performance when used in embankments, subgrades, or cut slopes. 
In 1971, Franklin and Chandra (2, 3) devised a shnple, but very useful, classification for evaluating 
the weathering resistance of shales, mudstones, siltstones, and other clay-bearing rocks. The classification 
was based on using one cycle in the slalce-durability test to define a slalcing index. Gamble ( 4) proposed 
using two cycles and proposed a different subdivision of the slalce-durability scale. 
Deo (5, 6) used slalcing tests, Franklin slalce-durability, Atterberg limits, particle-size distribution, 
x-ray diffraction, California Bearing Ratio (CBR), absorption thne, bulk density, and brealcing characteris­
tics to identify shales suitable fot ttse in embanktncnts. Shales �ith lower dttra:bi-liey vvere eliminated� a 
shnple one-cycle slalcing test in water. If tl>e sample did not completely brealc down, it was soalced and 
subjected to the Franklin slaldng test. The modified sodium sulfate soundness test was used to differenti­
ate the more durable shales. 
Morgenstern and Eigenbrod (7) used slalcing and compression softening tests to distinguish among 
shale types. A direct linear correlation between the maxhnum water content obtained during a slalcing test 
and the liquid limit of the unweathered shale was obtained. Materials with hlgher liquid lhnits tended to 
break down faster. However, the quantitative slalcing test was thne-consuming, and the liquid lhnit was 
considered adequate for predicting shale slalcing. The time required for most oven-dried shales, when 
immersed in water, to reach a constant water content was less than two hours. Shales were grouped 
according to their liquid limits and changes in liquidity indices after two hours of hnmersion in water. 
A compressive softening test was used to measure strength loss as a function of time. Materials were 
grouped according to strength loss during softening, the rate of softening, and the compressive strength 
and undrained modulus of elasticity during all stages of softening. Classifications were based on strength 
softening (a term used by Morgenstern and Eigenbrod) and rate of slaking. 
Chapman (8) investigated several simple laboratory tests used in existing shale classification sys­
tems: slalce durability (Franklin), slaking tests in different fluids, Atterberg limits, Los Angeles abrasion, 
Schmidt hammer, and the Washington degradation test. He recommended using the slalce index, slalce dur­
ability, and rate-of-slaking to correlate with horizontal and vertical movements and pore pressures of em­
bankments. 
Shamburger, Patrick, and Lutton (9) found that the most valuable tests for evaluating shales were 
the x-ray diffraction, slake-durability test, dispersion tests, and routine soil mechanics tests. They also 
used other simpler tests such as natural water content, pH of water, and the jar slalce test. Natural water 
content also appeared to correlate qualitatively with the results of the slake-durability test. Slalce-dur­
bllity t•sts worked we!l for evaluating most shales, except those that had high durability values and those 
that softened but did not break down. Ultrasonic disaggregation might be used to provide information on 
the long-term weathering of shales that have high slalce-durability indices but tend to brealc apart along 
bedding or other discontinuities. They noted that the weathering of pyrite to produce sulfuric acid 
hastens the brealcdown of clay minerals, and the pH test may be helpful in determining conditions con­
ducive to this type of weathering. 
Shamburger, et a!. (9), examined the mineralogy of shales of Paleozoic Age from Kentucky, 
Ohio, Tennessee, and Virginia. The amount and type of mineral cement was a significant factor when 
related to shale durability. Carbonates and silica were thought to be the primary cementing agents in 
shales. In an embanlanent enviromnent, which is slightly acidic and oxidizing, quartz, silica, and iron and 
aluminum oxides and hydroxides are stable as cementing agents. Carbonates (calcite and dolomite) and 
pyrite are unstable. Another carbonate mineral, siderite, was encountered in Mississippian and Penn­
sylvanian shales and is more stable than other carbonates. Crystallization pressures were also considered as 
potentially troublesome. When certam mmera1s are a1tered by chemica:hecunstitution, the vehlnte af the 
new mineral may be larger. The increase in internal pressure may cause a deterioration. 
Underwood ( 10) indicated that chemical analyses cannot be used to distinguish various shale types 
because of the close similarity of chemical composition. Clay mineral assemblages within the clay fraction 
are indicators of expansiveness, and mineral analyses are better for classifying shales. Illite was the primary 
clay mineral encountered by Deo (6) and Chapman (8). In Reidenouer's study (11), the percentage and 
type of a specific mineral did not correlate significantly with durability. However, the clay factor (a 
weighted combination of the different percentages of clays) did show an inverse correlation with dur­
ability. 
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SAMPLING PROCEDURES 
Forty shales that exhibited a wide range of engineering properties and field performances from the 
various physiographic regions and geologic periods occurring in Kentucky were selected for testing. A brief 
description of each sample is given in Table 1. An effort was made to collect both "hard" and "soft" shales. 
Samples were obtained using hand tools and a drill rig. Shale pieces for bag samples were hammered 
loose uslog a rock hammer and mattox. Samples were obtalned at a distance of I foot (0.3 m) measured 
horizontally from the face of shale exposures. This was usually sufficient to obtaln samples free from 
the effects of surface weatherlog, although some fractures penetrated to greater depths and were coated 
with iron precipitates. Some "softer" shales had to be sampled at horizontal distances greater than I foot 
(0.3 m) to obtaln unweathered samples. Harder "rock-like" shales were sometimes obtained at hori­
zontal distances less than 1 foot (0.3 m) because of difficulties lo excavatlog the samples. However, the 
"rock�like" shales were essentially unweathered. 
Freshly dug and unweathered shale pieces were sealed lo cans and lonnediately returned to the 
laboratory where water contents and water losses (with time) were obtalned. For each shale, approxi-
mately 20 water content cans were filled with fresh shale pieces so an average in situ water content 
could be obtaloed. Bag samples obtalned by handtools were used in the followlog tests: slalce-durability 
tests, jar slalce test, natural or lo situ water content, and loss of water (with time) tests. 
Eight sites were core-drilled to obtalo samples of eleven types of shale. The drill rig was positioned 
as close as practical to bag sampling sites. The core barrel was advanced through the overlaying material 
to an elevation equivalent to the elevation of the bag sample digglog. Hence, the core samples and the bag 
samples were essentially the same material. Selected sections of the extracted core were waxed or 
througldy wrapped with cellophane to protect the sample and to retalo the natural water content. The 
waxed samples were stored lo an environmental room (controlled humidity) until swell deflection and swell 
pressure tests were performed. 
TESTING EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 
-------------S�L�!�d�ffi�D�U�ill�u�\B�H��IT¥��-----------------------------------------------------------
The slalce durability device consisted of a 93-watt (1/8-horsepower) variable-speed motor, a vari­
able-speed control, a gear-reducer, a test drum, and a slalclog trough (box). The apparatus was constructed 
accordlog to dimensions given by Franklin and Chandra (2). The test drum was a cyl!oder constructed of 
a 2.00-mm standard mesh with a length of 100 mm and a diameter of 140 mm. One end of the drum was 
solid and the other contalned a removable lid (attached by three screws). Each plate (end of drum) ac­
cepted a removable 1/2-loch (12-mm) shaft that extended through (horizontally) a slalclog trough of 
1/2-!och (13-mm) thick plexiglass. The drum was rotated about a horizontal axis at 20 revolutions per 
minute. The trough was filled with a slalclog fluid (water) to a level 0.80 loch (20 mm) below the drum axis. 
Ten representative pieces of shale were selected such that each piece was as nearly equidimen­
sional as practical and weighed approximately 40 to 60 grams. Collectively, the group of ten pieces 
weighed approximately 450 to 550 grams. The remaloder of the procedure consisted of the following 
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TABLE l. SHALES SELECTED FOR TESTIN<�G'=����������������������� 
SAHPLE 
NUMBE=R ___ _:G�.J<:O LOGIC Fi'�t_U_lA_'_ri_ON 
5·-1 
6--1 
7--1 
R-1A 
R lB 
ll-1 
11·-2 
11·-5 
11·- 1-) 
12·-1 
n-1 
15-1 
16-1 
17-1 
17-2 
17-3 
17-11 
1 8-1 
lR-2 
19··1 
20-l 
21·-1 
?. 2·-1 
23··1 
24-1 
21Ll 
29-1 
30·-1 
11·-1 
":.l2-1 
33·-1 
Crab Orchard (US 52) 
New Albany 
Continental Deposits 
Upper Drakes 
Upper Nancy 
Lower Nancy 
Kope (1\Y R) 
Lower Clays Ferry (ilGP) 
Lower Clays Ti'erry (KY 25) 
LeH.Cl OLt;ys l?en;y (lCY 25) 
Cr�b Orchard (I h4) 
Hreathitt 
Breathitt 
Breathitt 
Breathitt 
Kope (I 75, Williamstown) 
Hance 
Lee (I 75) 
Lee (I 7�, Mt Vernon) 
Berlford 
Sunbury 
Henley 
Nancy (I �4, MP 132) 
Nada 
Nada 
Newman 
Osgood 
Conenaugh 
Crab Orchard 
naseyville·-Tradewater 
Lower Carbondale 
Upper Carbondale 
Lower Carbondale 
Tradewater 
K1ncaid 
r1enard 
'T'ar Springs 
Hardinsburg 
Golconda 
Clayton and r1cNat ry 
GEOLOGIC PERIOD 
Silurian 
Devonian 
Recent 
Ordovician 
�Ussissippian 
r4ississippian 
Ordovician 
Ordovician 
Dr>dovician 
Dr dov ic_taJJ 
Silurian 
Pennsylvanian 
Pennsylvanian 
Pennsylvan:l.an 
Pennsylvanian 
Ordovician 
Pennsylvanian 
PennRylvanifl..n 
Pennsylvani.an 
BRIEP DESCRIPTION OF SPECII'1EN 
Soft olive-gray shale 
Harrl. black shale 
Soft (overconsolidated) shale 
Hard gray .'3hale 
r-�ediura-�hard gray shale 
r1edium·�hard gray shale 
Soft gray clay shale 
Greenish--gray calcareous shale 
Greenish�gray calcareous shale 
tn•ay ar·glllaceous limestone 
Soft greenish·�gray clay shale 
Hard gray siltstone 
Soft to medium gray underclay 
Soft tan siltstone 
Soft gray silty shale 
Soft gray clay shale 
rUss iss ippian··Devonian 
Hard to medium gray shale 
Soft to medium gray underclay 
Jl1edittm·-hard gray silty shale 
Hard to medium gray shale 
russ iss ippiA.n 
russissi.ppian 
N1ssissippian 
f1ississ1_ppian 
1'-Hssissipplan 
�Hssissippian 
fUddle Silurian 
Pennsylvanian 
Silurian 
Pennsylvanian 
�Uddle Pennsylvanian 
�UdrUe Pennsylvanian 
Middle Pennsylvanian 
11iddle Pennsylvanian 
H1.'3Rissi.ppian 
fHssissippian 
ll1ississ1ppian 
�ussissippian 
russissippian 
C retaceous·-Te rt :i.a ry 
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Hard black shale 
1'-.fedium�hard gray shale 
l'-1edium·-hard gray shale 
l'-1edium·�hard dark gray silty shale 
1\fedium-hard red and green shale 
Soft gray shale 
Hard gray shale 
Medium�hard gray siltstone 
�1edium-hard gray shale 
r�edium-hard gray shale 
Medium··hard gray siltstone 
m·- r 
�1edium�hard 
Medium·�hard 
�1edium�hard 
rown s a e 
gray sUtstone 
grayish-green shale 
gray siltstone 
l-Iard gray siltstone 
Hedium·�hard ·gray shale 
Hedium·-hard greenish-gray siltstone 
r�edium�hard gray siltstone 
�1edium·-hard gray shale 
Soft (overconsolidated) grayish­
------�brown clay 
steps: 
I. Samples were placed in pre-weighed beakers and oven-dried for 12 hours at 105 ± 3°C (221 ± 
5° F). 
2. Oven-dried weights of the specimens were obtained. 
3. The drum and dried specimens or pieces were mounted in the trough and water was added. 
4. The drum was rotated at 20 revolutions per minute for 10 minutes. 
5. Upon completion of the cycle, the material remaining in the drum was removed and ovenK 
dried. 
6. A slake-durability index was calculated from 
Slake-durability Index= Id = (Wf/Wi) x 100, 1 
in which W f = oven-dry weight of rna !erial retained in the drum and 
Wi =initial total dry weight. 
Several slake-durability testing procedures were investigated and compared, using the procedure 
described above with certain modifications regarding the time interval, number of cycles, and the initial 
condition of the material. A listing of the different testing procedures and key features follows: 
-----------+--+>ne--i-&minute-cycle, oven"dded matmial {Fian:klirF€handra(ZjJ·-. --------------------
2. Two 10-minute cycles, oven-dried material (Gamble (4)). 
3. One 1 0-minute cycle, air-dried material. 
4. One 25-minute cycle, oven-dried material (Deo ( 5 )). 
5. Two 25-minute cycles, oven-dried material. 
6. One 25-minute cycle, oven-dried material. 
7. One 60-minute cycle, air-dried material. 
8. One 60-minute cycle, oven-dried material. 
9. One 120-minute cycle, oven-dried material. 
10. A series of slalce-durability tests, using air-dried material, at different time intervals to develop 
a "slalce-durability decay curve." 
When air-dried material was used, the slake-durability index was calculated from 
Slalce-durability Index= Id = [Wt<l + w)/Wal x 100, 
in which W a = air-dried weight of material prior to testing and 
w = hydroscopic water content prior to testing. 
Materials selected for air-dried tests were allowed to dry for at least 15 days prior to testing. 
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To develop a complete slake-durability "history" of a particular shale, a series of slake-durability 
tests were performed on each shale type using selected time intervals and air-dried specimens. In each 
series, usually six to ten index values were obtained so that a slake-durability index versus time curve could 
be developed as illustrated in Figure 1. Generally, index values were determined at time intervals of 10, 25, 
and 60 minutes; other time intervals were selected after those had been evaluated and plotted. To fully 
describe the slake-durability characteristics of a particular shale, a proposed index was defined as 
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D1� A/500, 
in which r:r� slake-durability decay index, 
A � area under the slake-durability index versus time curve (in percent-minute), and 
3 
500 � an arbitrarily selected value (in percent-minute) to represent one slake-durability decay 
urdt. 
JAR SLAKE TEST 
The jar slake test was similar to one described by Shamburger, Patrick, and Lutton (9), but with 
slight modifications. The sample was dried for at least 6 hours in an oven at 110° ± 5° C (230� ± 9° F) and 
cooled for 30 minutes. A specimen weighing 50 grams was placed in a beaker of distilled water to a depth 
of at least 1/2 inch (13 nun) below the water surface. The specimen was observed at frequent intervals 
during the first one-half hour in the water; observations were made at intervals for a 24-hour period. Mter 
24 hours, the specimen was classified in one of the following categories ( 11): 
CATEGORY 
3 
4 
5 
6 
WATER CONTENT TESTS 
BEHAVIOR 
Breaks rapidly: and/or forms many chips 
Breaks slowly and/or forms many chips 
Breaks rapidly and/or develops few fractures 
Breaks slowly and/or develops few fractures 
No changes 
Water contents of unweathered shales were determined in accordance with ASTM Method D 2216-
71. 
SWELL TEST 
Swell-defiection and swell-pressure tests were performed using a consolidometer to restrict lateral 
movements of the specimens. A dial gage having a resolution of 0.0001 inch (0.003 mm) was used to 
measure swell (vertical) defiections. A load cell was mounted between the loading head, which rested on 
top of the shale specimen in the consolidometer, and the loading yoke. Vertical and lateral movements of 
the shale specimens were prevented and full development of swell pressures was allowed. A dual channel 
recorder was used to mordtor the load cell. 
The swell�deflection and swell-pressure tests were performed on air-dried core specimens of NX 
size (2 1/8 inches (54 mm) in diameter). The specimens were allowed to air dry for at least two weeks 
prior to testing. To accommodate the NX-size core samples, teflon inserts having an inside diameter of 2 
3 /16 inches (81 mm) and an outside diameter of 2 1/2 inches (64 mm) were machined and fitted inside 
the rings of the consolidometers. Preparation of the shale specimens consisted of "brealdng" the end of 
the specimen along natural bedding planes using a mallet and chisel. The ends were then ground fiat, 
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smooth, and parallel using a grinding wheel. The spechuens were trlnuned to a height of approximately 1 
Inch (25 nnn), 
After tr!nuning and obtalnlng the physical dhuensions and weight, the spechuen was mounted in 
the consolidometer (and Teflon Insert); depending on whether swell-deflection or swell-pressure tests were 
to be performed, the dial gage or load cell was mounted. The tests were started by quicldy filling the con­
solidometer with water. At that Instance, an automatic thuer having a resolution of 0.01 minute was started 
(thue equal zero). Vertical movements (In the deflection test) or pressure readings (in the swell-pressure 
test) were obtained at gradually Increasing elapsed thues up to 100 minutes. Generally, after 100 minutes, 
readings were obtained at 30-minute Intervals during working hours. In both the swell-deflection and swell­
pressure tests, the shale spechuens were allowed to swell (absorp water) for at least 24 hours. In certain 
Instances, mainly Involving the hard shales, a longer thue was used. After completion of each test, each 
spechuen was oven-dried so that water contents before and after each test could be obtained. Both swell 
deflections and swell pressures were plotted as functions of the logaritlnu of thue and the square root of 
time. 
SLAKE DURABILITY 
Indices obtained from various slake-durability testing procedures are summarized and compared In 
Table 2. The shales were ranked accordh1g to descending values of slake-durability decay Indices (D1). 
Numerical categories obtained from the jar slake test are also listed. 
A typical slake-durability Index-thue curve is shown in Figure 1 and represents a complete slake­
durability "history" of the shale. To define the decay Index, the projection of the slalcedurability index 
versus thue curve to a point on the thue axis (slake-durability Index equal to zero) was required. Generally, 
the projected line was obtained by extending a line connecting the last two points on the curve. In most 
cases, the area under the projected portion of the slake-durability Index versus thue curve was very small. 
Consequently, any error in the decay Index due to this projection was small. 
The distribution of indices obtained from the slake-durability decay tests is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Kentucky shales can be divided Into three distinctive groups -- designated as high, Intermediate, and low 
durability. Subdivisions of each of these prhuary groups may be possible when more slake-durability decay 
data become avallable. Numbers shown at the bottom of each bar In Figure 2 are those obtained from the 
jar-slalce test; identification (sample) numbers are Indicated at the top of each bar. Indices obtained from 
the Franklin-Chandra procedure (one-cycle, 10 minutes per cycle, oven-dried shale) were grouped and 
plotted In Figure 3 In a shutlar manner. 
A qualitative comparison of the results obtained from the decay test and Franldin-Chandra 's test 
shows some apparent discrepancies In predicted slake-durability characteristics. Although both procedures 
Indicate high slake-durability values for the group of shales identified as hard, the range of values from the 
Franklin-Chandra procedure was essentially uniform (95 percent) (Sample Numbers 1-2, 17-2, and 13-1). In 
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF SLAKE-DURABILITY INDICES AND JAR SLAKE NUMBER 
SLAKE-D_QRARILITY INDICES 
10-MIN 25-MIN 60-MIN 60-MIN 120·-IUN JAR 
SAMPLE DECAY J'i'HANKLIN AIR AIR AIR OVEN OVEN SLAKE 
NUI1flER GEOLOGIC Ti'ORt�ATION INDEX ··CHANDRA GAI1RI,E DEO PROPOSED DRIED DRIED DRIED DRIED DRIED NUMBER 
1-2 New Al bany 242fi.4 99.6 99.3 09.3 98.B 99-7 99·5 98.6 98.9 97.7 6 
17 ··2 Sunbury 12"i8,g qg,g qg. 4 99.3 98.6 99.6 99.0 97.6 98.5 96.8 6 
13-1 Hance 256.0 98.7 96.1 9'1.3 90.3 97.6 91.0 93.4 89.5 5 
8-lA Lower Clays Ferry Hio.s 9fi.7 89.9 74.0 81.3 57.2 5 
3··1 Upper D rakes 7R."i 9l.R 83.4 91.4 63.4 B7.1 75 .1! 81.6 65.3 5 
22-1 Ct'ab Orchard fiR.7 90.3 71. g 6g.R 4/l.fi Rl.R 72.11 48.8 47.4 26.7 
17 ··1 Redford 62.6 90.0 68,8 Rl!. 5 55.R 90. 7 83.3 69.2 60. 9 53.6 2 
25-1 Lisman fi2.5 92.0 89.8 89.fi 75.3 82.9 70.4 fll.O 48.2 5 
11·· l Breathitt 02.1 75.1 58.4 fill. 6 54.0 82.6 65.5 43.9 51.7 43.3 3 
28-1 Kincair1 60.Il 76.8 43.8 53.5 24.9 53.0 40. 5 14. 5 27.3 27.9 2 
18·-1 Nada 53.2 94.9 90.3 87.4 75.4 95.6 65.1 68.7 70.7 4 
11··1 Breath·J.tt 48.5 48.4 66.9 6 
17··3 Henley ljl-!.3 86.6 71.8 73.1 44.2 67.7 50. 1 33.3 60.5 51.8 2 
23-1 Cas eyvill e-T radewa t e r 41.1 93.5 .94. 1 .96.1 72.8 89. Jj 78.0 62.4 72.1 54.2 4 
26-1 Upper Carbondale 40.7 97.8 94. 1 90.8 83.0 93-7 84.7 62.9 82.7 64.8 6 
5-l Lower Nancy 37.0 97-3 92. 4 78.?. 64.7 89.1 84. 4 62.3 66.5 47. J 3 
11-1 Opper Nancy 32.4 97.7 93.6 91.4 73.2 94.4 82.2 65.8 79.2 65.4 3 
27 ··1 Tradewater 28.3 92.7 89.3 8�.2 66.4 84.2 68.2 47. 1 63.9 43.1 5 
16-1 Lee ?.6.2 74.2 /]Q. 4 50.5 22.7 33.0 45.2 9.8 2 
ancy . 1 7. 5. 5 9. 3 7 . l 59.0 9. 1 46.3 3 
21··1 Cone naugll 25.8 92.8 85.5 R8.4 72.9 86.6 72.1 55.2 69.3 119.5 5 
8·-1ll Lower Clays Ti'err,v 22.3 88.6 71.9 88.fi 71.9 68.2 81.5 57.2 3 
20-1 Osgood 2?.() 93.0 81.6 Ro. 4 63.4 91.1 72.9 48. 1 61.0 56.1 3 ;:>1) •• 2 Lower Carbondale 10.0 79.R <=;4.3 il3.3 35.8 7fL 7 62.9 45.0 41.3 34.9 2 
11··2 Breathitt 14.3 1.1 0.1 62.9 5').1 35.0 4 
7··1 Lower Clays Ti'erry 14.1 93-7 83,3 86.0 71.5 Rfi. 1 73.2 3 
18-2 Nada 12.2 91. fi fig.o fi7.5 3?.5 66.3 36.5 23.3 43.4 25.8 2 
24-1 l.owel' Cat'bondale o. R 85.6 68.7 68.2 44.5 66.3 49.7 22.2 32.6 16.5 1 
30·�1 Tar Springs 6.0 78.3 47.9 61.6 28.6 77.5 50.0 4. 3 32.4 7.5 2 
10-1 Crab O rchard 5. 1 87.1 67.5 10.5 35.7 6.7 
29-1 Menard 3.8 21!. 8 6.5 11.7 8.6 26.5 14.0 14. 2 8.5 0.7 
1··1 Crab Orchard 3. 7 51. fi 16.3 25.4 1.5 42.9 25.0 10.3 13.3 2.1 
12··1 Kope 3. 5 83.2 62.9 64.6 45.2 57-0 21.2 2.6 29.5 9.5 
6·-1 Kope 3. 5 64.3 30. 6 64.0 30.6 0.0 
32-1 Golconda 3. 2 3R.fi 12.9 ?3.2 8.7 28.2 16.5 9.0 6.4 5. 7 
31··1 Hardinsburg 2. R 34.1 7.7 16.3 4.8 41. 0 13.8 5.4 17.9 6.7 2 
33-1 Clayton ano l1cNair ,y 2.R 41.2 24.1 ?.0. 5 7.9 30.8 18.1 o.o 10.7 1.1 2 
15··1 Lee 2.0 71.7 25.7 29.0 6.0 28.2 2.2 11.7 7.5 2 
2-1 Continental D eposits 1.1 49.4 ?D.R ?.5 0.0 19.7 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 1 
19-1 Newman o.g 1fi.9 1.4 n.R 0.6 4. 3 3. 5 2.0 0.2 0.0 1 
11-4 Breathitt 0. 4 13. h 1.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 o. 4 0.1 1 
Gamble .... two 10-minute cycles, oven··dried material 
Deo 
-·· one 2')-minute cycle, oven··dried material 
Proposed lly Author's ·--· hw 2"i··minute cycles, o ven-drie 1'l mil.terial 
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contrast, the decay test provides a wider range of slake-durability values and shows that there were some 
distinctive differences among hard shales as iliustrated in Figure 2. Other discrepancies appeared when com­
paring the intermediate shales. The distribution of indices obtained from the Franklin-Chandra procedure, 
Figure 3, for the intermediate shales was very uneven and mixed -· that is, very high and low slalce-dura­
bility indices were indicated. For instance, shale saruples Numbers 3-1, 25-1, 18-1, 23-1, 26-1, S-1, 4-1, 
27-1, 174, 21-1, and 7-1 could, perhaps, be classified as shales having high values since the slake-durability 
indices of those samples generally exceeded 85 percent. However, as illustrated in Figure 2, those shales 
have relatively low decay indices. Numbers 28-1 and 16-1 could probably be considered to be in the low 
category of slake-durability. Based on the decay indices, the two shales classify as intermediate rather than 
soft. Essentially the sarue observations as those described above can be made when a qualitative comparison 
of the decay and Franklin Chandra's indices shown for the shales of low slake-durability is made. 
Franklin-Chandra's procedure did not appear to provide clear distinctions among the slalce-dur­
ability characteristics of Kentucky shales and may in certain cases provide misleading results. An appa­
rent problem was that the cycle !hue of 10 minutes was too short. A cycle-thue of 25 minutes, as suggested 
by Deo (5), or two 10-minute cycles, as suggested by Garuble (4), appeared to provide slightly better dis-
---------1t:i1hrntcott:Kionr"ts". -llfulo wever;-the-discrepancies-discu•sed-above-wer-e--.til.J-present;-altlrough-1:1:tey-were-nut-as-pro,�- ----- - -­
nounced as those of the Franklin-Chandra's or Gamble's procedures. Results using two 25-minute cycles 
and oven-dried material appeared to better differentiate the shales than the 25-minute cycle or the two-10-
minute cycle tests. 
Results of three series of slake-durability tests using longer cycle !hues are summarized in the right 
portion of Table 2. The longer cycle !hues generally yielded results that better distinguished aruong the 
three groups. Generally, slake-durabilities from the 60-minute test using air-dried material were lower than 
values obtained from the 60-minute test using oven-dried material. 
Perfonning slake-durability tests using one 60-minute cycle and air-dried material elhuinates the 
need for an additional cycle of testing and the need to oven dry the material prior to testing. The two-week 
period for air-drying the material prior to testing is a major disadvantage. However, in many instances, this 
requirement should not present a problem because normally there is a period between the !hue the shale is 
obtained in the field and the !hue it is tested. Unless special provisions are taken, such as waxing the 
saruple, or storing the saruple in plastic bags, the saruple will air dry, or at least partially air dry, during that 
period. A minor disadvantage of air-dried spechuens is the necessity of obtaining the hydroscopic water 
content so the initial dry weight of the spechuen can be calculated. 
To determine the approxhuate thue required to air dry shales for slake-durability testing, loss of 
water versus time curves were developed for the 40-saruple group. The maxhuum thue necessary for the 
shales to reach constant weights, or completely air dry, ranged from 5 to 14 days. Hence, a period of about 
two weeks appears sufficient to air dry most Kentucky shales. Whether partially air-dried shales, instead of 
saruples allowed to completely air dry, can be used was not investigated; but results probably would not be 
significantly different from those obtained from tests performed on completely air-dried shales. 
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From a view point of assuring uniformity, oven drying shales prior to testing appears to be a logi­
cal test sequence. However, if the purpose of oven drying is to mal<e the specimen more susceptible to 
slaking and abrasion than, for instance, air-dried shale, then such a result was not necessarily obtained. 
Comparison of indices obtained from comparable slake-durability tests performed on oven-dried and air­
dried shales showed significantly different results. Generally, results from oven-dried material plotted 
below the "line of equality;" that is, the oven-dried indices were significantly higher than the air-dried 
indices. 
The effect of oven-drying shales prior to performing slake-durability tests was best illustrated, per­
hapes, by comparing slake-durability indices obtained from the two-cycle, 25-minute test using oven­
dried shale and values obtained from the one-cycle, 60-minute test using air-dried shale. Approximately 70 
percent of the Id values from the two-cycle 25-minute tests were equal to or greater than values from the 
one-cycle 60-minute test. Oven drying prior to slalce-durability testing apparently altered the mineral 
structure and increased the slake-durability of such materials. Consequently, the practice of using oven­
dried shales in the slake-durability test is questionable and, perhaps, is not needed. 
------:rxR:-Sbt�- ---
Categorical numbers obtained from the jar slalce test that describe (somewhat subjectively) the 
slaking behavior of a shale when completely submerged in water are listed in Table 2 and shown at the 
bottom of each bar in Figure 2. Generally, when a shale was submerged in water, the reaction occurred 
within the first 30 minutes after immersion and in many cases within 10 minutes. 
The group of shales classified as "low" or "soft," Figure 2, according to slalce-durability decay in­
dices had a jar slake number of 1 or 2. The group of shales identified as "hard" in Figure 2 had ajar slake 
number of 5 or 6. Hence, for both the "hard" and "soft" groups -- grouped according to decay indices -­
there appeared to be good correspondence between jar slake numbers and slake-durability decay indices. 
However, for the group of shales identified as intermediate in Figure 2, a variety of slaking reactions were 
observed; jar slake numbers ranged from 2 to 6. 
The relationship between jar-slalce numbers and slake-durability decay indices was not clearly defined, 
although a trend was present. Consequently, because of the wide range of jar slake numbers for the inter­
mediate group of shales, the jar slalce test, as originally proposed (8, 12), was not too reliable for broadly 
characterizing the slake-durability properties of shales. 
ROUTINE TESTS 
A good correlation between slake-durability index and natural water content was not obtained, al­
though a relationship was suggested -- as the natural water contents of the shales decreased, the slake-dur­
ability indices tended to increase. A more definite correlation was found when the square root of t11e 
slake-durability decay index (D'I) was plotted as a function of the natural water content (wn). Although 
some scatter was present, a definite relationship existed; the slake-durability decay index was approximated 
by 
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The most important feature was the sharp bend or "break" in the curve near a natural water content of 
3.5 percent. As the natural water content decreased below 3.5 percent, the slake-durability decay index 
iocreased rapidly. This suggested that major shale categories may be distioguished on the basis of natural 
water content. For example, shales having natural water contents below approximately 3.5 percent can be 
classified as hard or rock-like; shales having natural water contents greater than about 3.5 percent can be 
classified as either iotermediate or soft (soil-like). Shales having natural water contents greater than approx­
imately 7.5 percent can probably be classified as soil-like or soft. 
SWELL TESTS 
Results from swell-deflection and swell-pressure tests are summarized io Table 3. Vertical straios 
obtaioed from the swell-deflection tests ranged from a low of 0.7 percent (New Albany) to a high value of 
18.6 percent (Clayton-McNairy). A weak relationship was found when the slake-durability decay index was 
plotted as a function of vertical straio. The square root of the slake-durability decay index as a function of 
the final water content, wf, from the swell-deflection test (after maximum swell of each specimen had 
occurred)ls Shown m F1gure 4. 
To determine if the water contents of shale specimens that had been soaked io the jar slake test 
could be used to approximate the slake-durability decay iodex and, consequently, provide a simple means 
of estimatiog slake-durability characteristics, a series of jar slake tests were performed on the eleven shales 
shown io Table 3. The procedure was slightly modified; that is, shale specimens were soaked for a mioimum 
of 30 hours iostead of 24 hours and, additionally, the water contents of the soalced specimens were ob­
tained. Selection of a soakiog period of 30 hours was based on observed times shown io Table, 3 for the 
eleven sl1ales to reach maximum deflections. These times ranged from 100 to 1,725 mioutes. Hence, a 
soakiog period of 30 hours (1 ,800 mioutes) appeared sufficient for most shales to completely swell and 
reach a constant water content. After soakiog, pieces of the specimens (or the entire specimen) were surface 
dried using a cloth or paper towels, weighed, and oven dried to obtaio the water contents after soaking. In 
the event the shale specimen slaked completely jnta a pile of flakes, or mud, the slaked spedmen and water 
were poured over a funnel-shaped fllter paper and allowed to drain for a few minutes. The degraded mass of 
shale was then transferred to a dryiog dish and oven dried. 
Water contents obtaioed from the modified jar slake (soakiog) tests are shown and compared io 
Figure 4 to finai water contents from the swell-deflection tests. The water contents from the jar slake tests 
lie reasonably close to the curve fitted to the square root of slake-durability decay iodex versus fioal water 
content data. Consequently, the followiog scheme is proposed for approximating the slake-durability 
characteristics of a shale using water contents obtaioed from the modified jar slake test: 
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TABLE 3. 
SM1PLE 
NUMBER 
1-2 
17-2(1) 
17-2(2) 
13-1 
17-1 
17-3(1) 
17-3(2) 
5-1 
17-4 
20-1 
1-1 
12-1 
33-1 
33-lA 
2-1 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
GEOLOGIC FOR!MTIC 
New Albany 
Sunbury 
Sunbury 
Hance 
Bedford 
Henley 
Henley 
Nancy 
Nancy 
Osgood 
Crab Orchard 
Kope 
Clayton and McNair 
Clayton and HcNair 
Continental Deposi 
FROM SWELL-DEFLECTION AND SW 
SWELL-DEFLECTI 
COEFFICIENT 
OF SWELL 
VERTICAL (sq m/year) 
STRAIN 
N (%) Vt log t 
0.69 0.03 0.03 
3.70 0.55 0.89 
6.02 0.78 0.67 
4. 37 o. 72 0.67 
8.13 1. 62 1. 49 
14.23 0.75 0.28 
17.11 1.18 0.44 
4.69 3.18 5.31 
7-30 2.31 1. 48 
13.26 0.70 0.39 
13.89 1. 95 0.57 
17.98 1.11 1.14 
y 14.26 0.51 0.56 
y 18.58 0.50 0.27 
ts 7.86 0.42 0.33 
i 
! 
ELL PRESSURE TESTS 
JN ESTS SWELL-PRESSURE TESTS 
TIME TU1E 
F NAL TO REACH MAXU1UM TO REACH 
\v TER r1AXUWM SWELL NAXI�mM 
co TENT DEFLECTION PRESSURE PRESSURE 
i (%) (minutes) (psi) (minutes) 
I 1.4 1,600 4.1 1,500 
! 4.5 1,725 
4.9 1,610 49.5 500 
3.6 1,425 37.4 400 
1.4 250 17.8 200 
0.8 300 74.1 1,340 
2.5 400 53.6 385 
8.0 132 13.0 200 
8.1 230 33.8 385 
2.7 200 12.7 250 
)4. 9 1,400 7.9 355 
8.4 100 47.9 320 �4.4 100 $6.5 100 28.0 200 
P6.1 475 8.5 225 
i 
I 
I 
! 
Jar Slake 
Water Content 
(percent) 
0 to 6.5 
"'6.5 to 17 
> 17 
Slake-Durability 
Decay Index Range 
> 156 
"'156 to 9 
<9 
Estimated 
Slake-Durability 
Category 
High 
Intermediate 
Low 
As noted above, the slake-durability decay indices can be estimated using the water content obtained from 
the jar slake test and the equation shown in Figure 4. In practice, determination of water contents of shales 
that degrade to piles of flakes, or mud, would not be necessary. In that case, the slake-durability of the shale 
would be classified as low. 
The coefficient of swell using the square-root-of-time fitting procedure ranged from 0.28 to 6.38 
square feet per day (0.026 to 0.59 m2 per day). Based on the logarithm-of-time fitting procedure, coeffi-
cient of swell values ranged from 0.03 to 6.27 square feet per day (2.8 x 10"3 to 0.58 m2 per day). In 
----,.,cewrntanm·,r-rcases�wo fitthtg procedmes yielded different values of coefficientors:we-n-JfhoCFtftlffite""Sat""Ile""sl"'mrn.Je,---------
as shown in Table 3. A comparison of coefficient of swell values and decay indices revealed no mean­
ingful relationship. Measured times for the end of primary swell in the deflection tests ranged from 
100 minutes to 1,725 minutes. Generally, the higher times corresponded to high slake-durability decay in­
dices and vice versa. Sufficient data were not obtained to analyze the swell pressure versus square root of 
time and logarithm of time curves for values of coefficient of swell. Swell pressures ranged from 4.1 to 74.1 
pounds per square inch {28.3 to 511 kPa). No relationship was found between swell pressure and slake­
durability decay index. 
In Figure 5, in situ water contents, wi, of the shales listed in Table 3 were plotted as a function of 
the fmal water contents, wf, measured after primary swell had ceased in the swell-deflection tests. The in 
situ and final water contents correlated reasonably well. Figure 5 can be zoned into three general categories 
of slake-durability -- high, intermediate, and low -- and forms an approximate means of characterizing 
different types of shales on the basis of slake-durability and water contents. To check the use of Figure 5, 
fifteen different shales of known slake-durability were selected from the group of shales listed in Table 2; 
water contents were determined after soaldng in the modified jar slake test. Shales having large values of 
slake-durability and small values of water content plotted in the "high" zone; shales having intermediate 
values of slalce-durability plotted in the "intermediate" zone. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The slake-durability test provided a means of distinguishing and characterizing different types of 
shales. A comparison of indices obtained from slake-durability tests performed on 40 selected shales using 
ten different testing procedures showed that the decay index provided the most positive means of iden-
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tifying slake-durability characteristics. A listing of the slake-durability testing procedures in descending 
order of effectiveness follows: 
1. Decay index (proposed by the authors). 
2. One 60-minute cycle and air-dried material (proposed by the authors). 
3. One 60-minute cycle and oven-dried material (proposed by the authors). 
4. One 120-minute cycle and oven-dried material (proposed by the authors). 
5. Two 25-minute cycles and oven-dried material (proposed by the authors). 
6. One 25-minute cycle and air-dried material (proposed by the authors). 
7. One 25-minute cycle and oven-dried material (proposed by Deo ( 5 )). 
8. Two 10-minute cycles and oven-dried material (proposed by Gamble (4)). 
9. One 10-minute cycle and air-dried material (proposed by the authors). 
10. One 10-minute cycle material (proposed by Franklin and Chandra (2)). 
The decay index procedure has two disadvantages. First, the procedure requires more time, mate� 
rials, and tests to define an index than the other procedures. Secondly, the decay index of a hard or ce-
is not as accurately defmed as for a softer sl1ale because it is impractical to perform a slake-
-----�t on exceptiomillyinmhllllle�uch a nnumer thatiitt1e��=---- -­
drum of the slake-durability device. To define a decay index, the slalce-durability index versus time curve 
must be projected. To "standardize" the decay index procedure when hard shales are tested, it is suggested 
that slal<e-durability values be determined at 10, 25, 60, 1000, and 2000 minutes. The curve is then pro-
jected to a slal<e-durability index of zero using the slope of the curve between the 1000- and 2000-minute 
points. Since the decay index procedure requires more time than the other procedures, the method sl10uld, 
perhaps, be reserved for use on projects where high risks and costs may be involved and that may require 
positive identification of sllale materials being considered. For routine identification of slake-durability 
characteristics, the second procedure (one 60 minute cycle and air-dried sllale) is recommended. 
Indices obtained from the Franldin-Chandra procedure do not appear well suited for differentiat­
ing slake-durability characteristics. Slake-durability indices obtained from procedures proposed by Deo (5) 
and Gan1ble (41 also were not completely satisfactory. 
Indices obtained from slalce-durability tests performed on oven-dried sllales were generally higher 
than those obtained from tests performed on air-dired sllales. 
A fairly good correlation was obtained between the square root of the slake-durability decay index 
and the natural water content of a shale. The decay index of a particular sllale can be esthuated using 
Equation 4. Shales that have natural water contents below approximately 3.5 percent had high slake­
durability indices. Shales having natural water contents between about 3.5 and 7.5 percent appeared to 
have intermediate slake durability. 
No meaningful relationsl1ip was obtained between slake-durability indices and maximum vertical 
strains or swell pressures from swell�deflection tests and swell�pressure tests. 
The final water content of a sllale after soal<ing and after the sllale specimen had been permitted to 
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reach some maximum value of deflection was a good indicator of the slalce-durability index. A reasonably 
good correlation was obtained between the square root of the slake-durability decay index and the final 
water content measured at the end of the swell-deflection test after maximum (primary) deflection of the 
shale specimen had occurred (see Figure 4). Shales having final water contents in excess of approximately 
17 percent had low slal<e-durability indices while shales that had fmal water contents less than about 6.5 
percent had hlgh slalce-durability. The slal<e-durability decay index can be approximated using the equation 
on Figure 4. 
The jar slake test provided a rapid and useful means of broadly classifying shales having low slal<e 
durability ·· shales that degrade into a pile of flalces when submerged in water ·· and shales having inter­
mediate or high slake-durability. However, the test did not distinguish between shales having intermediate 
and hlgh slal<e-durability indices. Consequently, it is recommended that the test be modified. By measuring 
the water contents of specimens after soalcing in the jar slal<e test and using Figure 4, distinctions can be 
made between intermediate and hlgh as well as low slal<e-durability shales. To obtain good results, the 
shales should be soal<ed for about 24 to 30 hours. In the event a shale completely degrades, there is no need 
to measure the water content; tlie shale can be clasSihed as one havmg low Slake-durability. 
_______ ----iLggpouond-Jr:eelatinnshir--was-fuun<l--OOtween-ih�itu-wat<>r-;;enwnt-an<l-#to-final-water-e<>ni:eftt-fr<>m-------­
sweil-deflection tests (see Figure 5). The water content was a valuable indicator of slal<e-durability charac-
teristics of shales. 
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